Isolated left ventricular noncompaction: what do we really know?
Isolated left ventricular noncompaction (ILVNC) is a myocardial disorder thought to occur as a result of an arrest in embryogenesis. Recently, it has been classified as a genetic cardiomyopathy. Familial and sporadic forms of ILVNC have been documented. There is considerable genetic heterogeneity among familial forms, although sarcomeric mutations are the most common genetic mutations. Issues related to familial screening require careful consideration and future research. There is considerable controversy regarding several aspects relating to pathogenesis, diagnosis, and management of subjects with ILVNC. Differentiating some cases of ILVNC from normal variant myocardial architecture is challenging and requires future work. This review is intended to provide clinicians insight into several aspects of these challenging issues and offer some practical guidance in dealing with some of these difficult clinical scenarios.